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Introduction 
In this paper we compare 4 different methods of HDR imaging that have linear response, PSN limited 
operation at all light levels, true CDS, and are capable of performing synchronous shutter operation.  This 
narrow definition excludes many existing alternative “HDR” methods [1], which fail in one of these specs.  
Logarithmic response[4], lin-log[5] and multiple slope methods [3] fail because of not being linear or not 
having a single synchronous integration time.  Methods based on varying the integration time or using 
multiple different size photodiodes fail at having PSN limited operation and methods based on acquiring and 
combining multiple frames at different gains fail to operate in synchronous shutter mode.  

These four methods all have multiple fully linear ranges, where by the higher QFW ranges are reached by 
means to store excess electrons that do not fit in the PPD or FD. In the “DC overflow” method, such 
capacitor is connected to the FD via an overflow transistor; in the “push-back” method the additional 
capacitance is implemented an nMOSFET; in the “3-level TG” method the capacitor is connected via a mere 
switch; in the “extended FD” method the capacitance of the FD is increased by a MOS capacitor on top of 
the photodiode.   

The DC overflow method 

As a reference we start from the method shorthanded here as “DC-
overflow” method [2].  After integration, photocharges are transferred to 
the FD and excess charges can overflow over a DC gate to an additional 
capacitor. The high gain signal is obtained in the usual way; the low 
gain signal is obtained by subsequently connecting the large capacitor to 
the FD. 

 

 

 

Figure 2 potential diagram describing the concept of operation of the DC overflow method 
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3 level TG method 

This method starts from an almost identical pixel with the capacitor connected to the FD by a ‘Merge’ 
switch.  The TG, when biased to an intermediate level, performs the function of a DC overflow for the 
excess electrons generated in the photodiode. The integration moment starts after the pixel is reset. During 
integration, TG is set to an intermediate voltage so that the excess electrons generated in the photodiode 
flow through the TG via floating diffusion (FD) into the additional capacitance connected by the Merge 
transistor.  The total charge can thus be much larger than contained in the PPD. After integration, TG and 
Merge are turned off and the reset level is read out. This reset level “R” may differ from the initial FD reset 
level; the signal with high gain (small QFW) “S1” is obtained by transfer of charges from photodiode to FD, 
and this can happen with CDS. Then the low gain signal “S2” is obtained by turning the Merge switch on. 
Thus 3 FD signal levels are involved obtaining the HDR functionality. 

The pixel cross section and 6.5 µm x 6.5 µm pixel layout are shown in Figure 3.  

 

 

Figure 3. 3-level TG pixel cross section, simplified layout and conceptual mode of operation 
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Figure 4 Measured HDR results for the 3 level TG method. S1-R and S2 have a full linear range each. 

Push back method 

The “push back” method uses a pixel where transistors of increasing lengths are connected in series to the 
FD node. The HDR functionality is obtained by varying the sense capacitance at FD. Initially all photo 
charge in integrated under all capacitors, and FD potential is readout. Then gradually the furthest MOS 
capacitors are turned off, thereby pushing the charge underneath back in to the smaller capacitors. The pixel 
schematic and conceptual cross-section is shown in Figure 5. 

 

Figure 5 Schematic and conceptual cross-section of pixel using the push back method 

 

Figure 6 Measured results for pushback method, showing 6 fully linear ranges on log-log scale, with QFW ranging between 
60E3 and 60E6 electrons, and (red line) a fit representation an overall HDR response. 
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Extended FD method 

In this method a variable FD capacitance is implemented 
by connecting the FD to an nMOS inversion layer.  This 
capacitor, biased to an intermediate voltage, will start 
filling beyond some minimal charge, resulting in “high 
QFW” range.  At the same time a QFW range with CDS is 
possible before this minimal charge.  In our 
implementation the capacitor is placed on top of the 
photodiode as a MOS electrode to an inversion layer in the 
pinning layer, as in [6].  In the potential diagram below it 
is shown how charge is accumulated via paths A and B for 
various amounts of photo charge. 

 
Figure 8 Potential diagram along the paths A and B of the pixel in Figure 7. Blue: low amount of photo charge; yellow: 

intermediate amount; red: large amount of photo charges. 
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Figure 7 layout of “Extended FD method”, with MOS capacitor 
on top of the photodiode. 


